The Fierz transformation is not an essential element of the calculation. However, it does simplify the algebra.~S ee, e.g. , R. E. Taylor The point of all this is to get some idea whether there is any resemblance to the real situation in the quark harmonic-oscillator model.
We have concluded from our analysis that there is indeed. In the following sections we present the details of the calculations and the results. HADRON 
SPECTRUM
The states in the harmonic-oscillator quark model are characterized as follows. For the baryons of three quarks we have, besides the spin and unitary-spin multiplets 56, 70, and 20, excitations of two independent three-dimensional modes of internal harmonic oscillation among the three particles. For the lower excitations, a state can be uniquely described by giving the total N, the total number of excitations of all the modes, and the L or total orbital angular momentum. For higher states this is not unique (there may be several ways to make up the same total L from the two angular momenta of the two three-dimensional internal degrees of freedom). We shall write each SU, multiplet state as [A, L ]", where A is 56, 70, or 20, L is the total orbital angular momentum, N the total quantum number, and the parity P = (-1)".
If we further wish to specify an SU, multiplet within this, we adjoin (B)~, where B is the SU, multiplet which must be 1, 8, or 10 (since singlet, octet, or decimets are all we can expect), d is the spin multiplicity (four for total of quark spine -, ', two for total quark spin -, '), and J is the total angular momentum of the state.
If we wish to speak of a particular particle within a multiplet, we finally add its name. Thus the neutron is N(938) '(8)",[56, 0'],. The 56 contains '(8) and '(10) , the 70 is '(1); '(8); '(8) ; '(10) ; and the 20 is '(1); '(8). We have not yet identified any states belonging to the 20.
The multiplets we expect from the model, and the observed highest hypercharge state of each multiplet (N for octets, A for decimets, A for singlets) are given in Table II below. The other states of the multiplets are identified where known (as "accepted" in the Particle Properties Tables' ) in Table IV For mesons, the theoretical classification of the states of q and q is easier. There is just one SU, multiplet 36, so we will not put that in our notation. It consists of a spin-0 octet and singlet (or "nonet"), and a spin-1 nonet. These we call singlet and triplet states, respectively. The internal angular momentum combines with this spin to make a total J. The experimental situation among the mesons is more confused than among the bar'-yons, and we have only chosen to try to identify the states of %=0 and some of N= 1. We therefore need no elaborate notation, and use 'S, and 'S, for the N= 0 singlet and triplet nonets; 'P" 'P"and 'P, for the N= 1 states made from the triplet combined with J =1 to make J=2, 1, and 0; and 'P, for the singlet combined with L = 1 to make 4=1. The S states have negative parity, the P states positive parity. We have identified the states as given in Table V 
where h is adjoint to A, in a sense defined below. given by the eigenvalues of %, and the amplitude that a disturbance makes a change from propaga- Now' we specialize to a particular coordinate system in which state 1 is at rest, P, = 0, and the photon goes off in the z direction; Q is purely in the z direction. Note that P, =-Q and E, =(m, '+m, ' -m, ')/2m»
where we have written m, ' for q' (for photons m, '=0). Note also that A. , =(o), (',) give directly the helicity amplitudes.
The Dirac spinors for the initial state 1, and the final state 2, are taken in the direction of P, = (E"P, ) and P, =(E"P, ) =(E, -v, P, -Q), respectively. Thus, in the representation (28) ( 32) where e, and p, are the time and space components of p, . Expressed in the normal-mode coordinates (4a), P, = , P -3$ or e, =-, -my 3$g p, = --, $. These and u, can be further reduced to expressions in a and a* via (12a). When the center-of-mass motion is taken out (a factor expi[q -, '(u, +u, +u, )]), e"'"' becomes (37) Thus, if the mass laws were exactly given by the harmonic motion, m, ' -m, '=(m-n)Q, the result is zero. Because of the contributions in Eqs. (1) and (2) to the constant C, this is not strictly true
The operator e, makes no change in strangeness nor in the spin state (doublet to quartet), so the dependence of C on the number of strange quarks or on the spin relation has no effect. (1520) Sing ( (1670) $" (1650) D» (1670) P (i (1470) Eg~ (1688) u (784) A (1520) o'(a" +a)=o, (a, *+a, )+&2o, (a* -a, ) -W2o (a, 
A (1405) A (1520) N (1535) A (1670) N (1520) Z (1670) A ( (0) should be very near 1.
The formula (54) predicts a ratio for I'(K»)/ I'(K") of 0.65, whereas experiment' gives 0.65 + 0.02.
Photoelectric Matrix Elements
To the photoelectric matrix elements in Table I Tables IV and V, we have made a histogram of the results, Fig. 1 The fact that the over-all rate constants vary correctly as we pass from multiplet to multiplet with the same N seems to show that the "internal"-motion quantum momentum variables and the spin do combine like two (for mesons, one) orbital angular momenta and a spin angular momentum.
We cannot conclude much from the fit as we vary the degree of excitation N; nor, therefore, have we tested the harmonic-oscillator character of the wave functions with any precision. This is because most of our results for baryons correspond to only three values of N, N=0, 1, 2 (with only one state at N=4), and for the mesons only to two, N=O, 1.
Further, we have an arbitrary adjustment factor which varies a great deal as we vary N, so little has been tested here. We cannot consider the equal squared-mass spacing rule, for it is this rule which prompted the harmonic-oscillator assumption in the first place.
The reader should also remember that there are, The operators, such as j» in (18) For the neutron, replace e"by e~a nd e~by e".
For meson couplings in general, we should like to have e, ' replaced by a matrix, but it is very easy if we are coupli. ng a neutral meson, say a go. Then, since w =(uu -dd)/v2, we obtain the correct result by substituting e"=+1, e"=-1into (A12). Again, for qo coupling, since vP=(uu+dd -2ss)/v6, substitute e"=l/v3, e~= 1/&3, e, = -2/v 3 to get from (A12) the coupling of the q' to the proton. From these two cases, all the rest can be immediately 
The factor for spin is the operator 1 or~"0, , o on the first quark. The matrix elements can be worked out directly from the states. We find the following matrix elements for the operators 1, and o, on the states of z component +-, ': For the decimet it is only necessary to give one coupling, say proton-v', which in (A12) is - ', v2, since SU, determines all the other couplings. In Table VII we give a number of cases and the multiplicity R (explained in the text) that each matrix element squared must be multiplied by to get the total rate. Finally, for the singlet (1) It is also a simple matter to work out the matrices for the orbital motion. The operators here are &gl(l, a"a"a )e ""In&.
We find Table IX 
